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LANGUAGE :IN:MCAT-ION: -i1-cu Rir AND PRACTICE

ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) is a nationwide net-
work of'information centers, each responsible for a given educational
level of field of study. -ERIC is supported by the National Inhtitute
of Education of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and-Welfare.
Ihe-basic2objective-of ERIC- is to-make current- developments in educa-'
tional research, instruction, and personnel preparation more readily
accessible to educatdrs and members ofrelated professions.

1RIC/CLL. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics (ERIC/
CLL), one-of-the speciali,zed clearinghouses in the ERIC system, is
operated by. the Center for Applied:Linguistics. ERIC/CLL is specifi-
cally responsible for the collection and-dissemination-of information
in-the general area of-research and-application in languages, linguis-
tics 'and language,teaching and-learning.

.

LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE. In addition -to processing
information, ERIE /CLL -is alSo-involved in information synthesis and

analysis. The Clearinghouse commissions recognized authorities in
languages and _linguistics to write analyses of the current issues in-
their-areas of specialty. The resultant documents, intended for use
'by-educators and-researchers, are published'under the title Language
in-Education: Theory and Practice., The series includes practical
guides-for classroom teachers, extensive state-of,the-art-papers, and
selected-bibliographies-.-- .

`The material in this-publication was prepared gursuant to a contract
with -the NationalInstitute-of Education, O.S. Department of Health,
Education and-Welfare. -Contractors-undertaking-such_projectF_under,
-Government -sponsorship are encouraged-to express freely their judg-
merit_ in professional and technical-matters. -Prior to-publication,
the manuscript-wag submitted = :to -the:Linguistic-Society of -America and-,

the American-Council on the Teaching of Foreign-Languages for critical
review And determination of professional competence. This publication
:las met such standards. Points of view or opinions, however,-do not
'necessarily represent "the- official Niew or opinions of either LSA;
ACTFL, or NIE. .

This publication may be purchased-directly from the Center for Applied
Linguistics. It also will-be announced in -the ERIC monthly abstract
journal- Resources in-Education (RIE) and will be available from the .

ERIC Document Reproduction Service, Computer Microfilm International
Corp., P-.0. Box 190-, Arlington; VA 22210. See-RIE for ordering infer-
Tmation and-ED number. .;

For:further information 66 the-ERIC-gtem, ERIC/CLL, and-Centell
-Clearinghouse publications, write to ERIC Clearinghouse-on Languages
'-and- Linguistics, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1611 N. Kent St.,
Arlington, VA 22209,

*From 1974 through 1977, all Clearinghouse publications appeared as
the.CALERIC/CLL Series on Languages and Linguistics. Alpough-more
papers are being added to the original series, the majority of the
ERIC/CLL information analysis_products will-be included in-the lan-
guage in-Education series."
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-l'ERS01414LItY AND SEL'ONDIANGUAGE LEARNING

iisrmoDutTioN-

*LnY teachers of language_ feel -that -there- is -a_ strong connection-
;between- thi, personality of the learner and theprogress of learning.
;Despite- tiii:s-'wideipredil, intuition, -the 'paucity -.Of literature that
addresses itself -specifically to- -the subjeet df -the relationShip-
-betiieeii---persoedlity and ; langUege learning- is astonishing.- ,When_
the :Sad ecP: defied--as- personality_ and- setond- language learning,

a-useful' l st of,,c-itations is almoSt nene)cistent. -Why is this so?
There aretWO--apPererit_ 1TO-ens : (°1) it is 'difficult to ask 'the
right Au-eitiobs,-,and-ip formulate and define the problem, and'- (-2)'
:becauie-tese preliminary tasks- have not been accomplished, no tom-
preheiiiiie theory:has-heel-I_ developed.

_ _

Organizinithe:Questions

Introspective language teachers end psychologists who study persons
with Commaii& of-_:more than one language raise _Various questions_ _

that are-not easy to- -sinemarize,_ but the =most impOrtent of these
questions can he-- categoritied'under four headings:- (1) HoW-does one
-51.&tinguish betWeeri thoSe- who are likely _to learn a-
-secci'ild language and those-who-probably will not learn? (2)- Dods
switching= from speaking- one language to speaking- a -econd language
cause a.ehanget ih identity Or, personality? If so, what_ is it= het
is changing? e3J. What- are the psychological implicatiOns, b-C.th

external and intrapSychiq, of the demand to-learn second language,
either in childhood- or -as An; adult? -(4) Is it possible that one-
iriCiividUal's two languages are-differently represented neurologically?

=I> _Defining-"the Problem
_

The -Way -WOrds. are-defined often- pot:lints -the direction -for further
`investigation. The areas enceMpassed -the= words tpersorielity, '-
ganguage,-t- 'learning,'- and -- 'body imaget:cover almost the -whole
scope-6f thtimen_ life. To discuSs the -problems succinctly requires
a- Careful definition -of -each of- a number of elements, a -suggestion
-Of the:priorities or probabilities of the -way that various- elements-

;



-opnlinits _rather than isolated -facts,

A ,

puzzles---lies in a search for dynamic relationships,between the
are interrelated, and. an insistence that the key to unlocking the

A-Ccmprehensive Theory

V There is, as yet, no general ,theOretical model that encompasses .and:

deals with personality theory, self-concept, ego development, learn-
ing theory, motivation, and body image as they relate to psycholin-
guistici and rii3guistics: '

*

Several approaches, such as the systems analySis of communication
theorists (e.g., Bateson, 11, and RheSch, 12), the psychoanalytic
approach -of Freedman and his colleagues (88, 89, .90, 109), and
Pribram's work in language_and neuropsy_chologY (1-39) use theories

-in non-traditional and -creative ways. A reading of the comments
made 'by Piaget +(92) and Luria (86). on each other's work, arid- the

investigations carried out by psychologists to test Chotsky's
thedries, offer ideas in need of development.

For: those who need-to apply these approaches to teaching a second-

-ranguage, however', the reading of such studies is time-consuming

and frustrating. This reading list doeS not claim -to remedy that

situation. Nothing has.rbeen written yet to encompass such a broad
area, but there are a number of theoretical developments that' indi,
()ate that a synthesis may 'be possible in the near future.

APPROACHING AN ANSWER

Developing a Model

Definition of Terms' and Theoretical Problems

Language

In defining language, I consider the key element to lie in a distinc!

tion that is rarely considered or emphasized. Language is ordinar-

ily considered to be a complex system of interpersorial communication,

consisting of numerou'S subsystems and intimately-xonnected- in
various ways with culture. I would like-to emphasize here that
language is also an intrapsychic sys tem that-acts as a_ mechanism

for self-control and self - direction -and for transforming" such intra-\psychic phenomena as ,images ( visual, aUditory,-olfadtory), fantasies,
.dreams, and ideas into- conscious and- communicable form. The impor-

tance of-this role of language has seldom been explicitly investi-

-;gated, but -it is currently being addressed- by Freedman and Grand

(88, -109)=.
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Personality

Elements of personality that;should be considered when -reading-the

citations below include the perception of the individual by others
(often- rtferred-te as 'persona'),-how individUalS perceive them
selves, and ego development. One needs to consider whether person-
ality changes, such as maturation, result from behavioral condition-

__-invooloare to _some degree innately disposed_to_systematic__or_natural _
developmental change. This fundamental distinction conditions the
questi.ons'one may ask: HOw amenable is personality to-change? And
what role does language play in such change?

There are two crucial issues in:current personality theory that '

have implications for appliedinguists. 'The first of these issues
deals with thedistinctin-betweenpersonality traits Such as

-sociability; deptendence-, serenity, Aggressiveness, need to achieve,
and so forth-, and personality types, such as extroversionlintrover-

sion-or-endomorphY, tctomorphY, and mesomorphy. -Allport (31),.foi
example, has-developed-lists df traits and-Methods-of.testingfor
such traits. Trait theory is usually_used-in_studies of personality
and language learning, but it is my feeling that trait theory would
iNa-more-uSeful when investigating- persona variables; and-type theory
when looking at sense mfj.detity. The-lack of a clear explanation.
of -such_relationships-is-.one of the reasons why non- psychologists

have difficulty using these- heories-productiVely in research and
why a search:Of the literature is so frustrating to the language-

.teacher-

°

The second issue is the stability over time of personality compo-
fleets. Some-psychologists, particularly the psychoanalysts, feel
-that- such elements -of personality As_chara'fter type and defenses

are- established early and can be changed-only with great difficulty.

, ehavioral psychologists -(for example, Skinner) feel that most per-
-sonality elements are amenable to change giveh proper environmental
conditions. Language teachers are likely to-be-far more familiar
with -the latter schOoi- of thought, but when they are dealing with
sense of identity and a reluctance to-progress in language learning,
they need-to consider theories that treat stable, ndn- changing
elements of personality.

b"

Learning

WhatprOcesses Should-be considered in the field of learning-theory?
The reader should-keep in mind-the-following questions: (1) Are
-people throughout'their lives malleable clay to be worked on by
their environment; that is, can they-be conditionedrby_proper use
of stimuli, 12 can they legrn only-when certain prior stages have
been reached and consolidated? (2) Is learning a=one-time,'fah-haC
thing, or does it proceed slowly by small incremental stages? Each
of these situations probably-occurs under different ltarning condi-7_

.
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tions, and-each proc s probably interacts with personality factors
-and _language lai in -a different_manner- qt_will take a broad,
theortticolmod,.1 to _explicatt alIthesc'interrelationships.

Body Image,

,There is-"a. *rowing sense that in any of the social sciences one
must returnlatimately to a si le fundamental factthe palpable
reality.of the human body., P p lar and widespread investigations
have dealt-with the-communic tiva, ehavior of the human body. In

addition, leis well known studies -have dealt with the inner subjec-

tive changes and feelings -- difficult to documentthat are associ-
ated with changes in feedback from various areas of '`the body- or the
disorientatiOn-caused by diminUtion in verbal or kinothetit.feed-

'-back..
- .

Teachers of secend=lappages shoUld=keep in-mind the- fact-that
there-are-communicative aspects ofibody function such -as gestures
and eye contact,_as-well as intrapsychiceffects of such -body fund-
tionihg. One might ask, t.,41- a-ohange in_manner of gesturing
contribute to an inner sense'ofpsych±o change?

-Bilingualism

There-is a large bodytof.literature addressing itself to -the problem
of-defining_and-measuring bilingualism. In-addition, work, has been
done-on refining and expanding an understanding of the(arious con-.
.texts in which abilingual's two-languages are atquireCand used.
At the stage-of hypothesis development, too stringent a definition
of bilingualism and bilingual- Contexts tends to bp,sterile and-aon
-produetive Therefore, thabroadest possible meaning.of the term-
bilAngualismiis intehded throughout- -the alternate-use-byan indi-
vidual, regardless of level of competency, of two or more spoken.
codes in order-to function in varying interpersonal contexts.-. As
the connections between personality an language variables becoMe
better understood, more exact definitions caL-be developed',

Outline -of Two =Preliminary- Models-

How -can the-nen-psychologist simplify so -much theciry -into usable- .
16Ima 'I would like toauggest as a preliminary means-of organiiing°
the-data two-distinct-models--the communicative model and the intia
-psychic model. Eath in del is made.up of eleMents'and-pgrtions of
theories and concepts takemfrom-various disciplines. -The dynathics.)
and interrelationships -of the discrete elements within each model
will need-muCh-ekplication; it is my hypothesis, lwever, thit,once
the relationShipa-of -these eleMents are-better understood, it may
be possible to synthesiie the-f4o models into a single, comprehensive
theory.

4.
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Model r -_The CommunicatiVe Model

Thismodel .6eale-with:the intoractions.and-interrelationshipS.among
the following-faciors:

.

1. Culture and socio-ptychological situation--the details of the
social,setting in which individuals operate and the various
"domains in which language is used-.

2. language,-the methods-by which individuals communicate with-
others: _,,This mould inyolVt the intuitive knowledge, of grammar
-and-cultural, constraint-on-vo6abular?.

4- R
3. Personality variablesthe perception of individuals by others

_(what'perionality.traits are,attributed to them) and the >_
.ability-to,role4lay;

4. -TorMai control-of a-second_language--the-dpgree to.which

haVe mastered-AFbulary', grammar, etc'.,. as well
as-cultUiarrures of use.

s.

I

-Model Intrapsychic.Model
1

k This -model deals with the interaction and interi.elations among the
Ibilowin-g factois:

1. Body - image- -how it is developed, and-affected by
feedback frod-Speech and-geAures. ,

2. Theself=directive aspects-of language--how they are-developed
in childhOod; conscience, egocentric speech, and th-e effects-'
Of language switching on-these; the transfermation-Of ideas
into_language 0

3. Sense of identity- -how individuals_ perceive themselves and_how
this Terception is xtlated to _personality type and to stage
of ego development.

4. The ability to-express emotion in a,second language7,=the
degree-te-Which individuals have-learned-the -fea-'

`tures of a second language (pitch, loudness, rhythm, s_tress,
resonance, pauseS)-; willingness,to speaka second language.

,

Suggested-Synthesis

As far as4heo15, is concerned-, -the separation of the various elements
into two models may be-helpful.

two

is-clear, however, especially
to- language teachers, thatthe two models operate iH each person.
-It is probable that the studies that will eventually tie-the two



addels together will be neuropsychological studies--particularly
examinations of consciousness, the 'two brain theory,' and electro-
enCephalographic studies - -as -well as studies og, such pathologies as

aphasia, dyslexia, and multiple personality; and mental illness in
bilinguals. Such a synthesis seems at present to be a long way off,
but the, final section of the bibliography should offer readers a
glimpse bf some vague outlines of' the future. AD

ORGANIZATION-OF THE READING LIST

The reading list _has been _organized, with a view-toward juxtaposing

those works- that seem likely to generate productive -hypotheses _and
' "theories.. For the- list to be useful, Ile reader cwill-have to-be_

actively- Involved. In any one citation there _will -be- few questions
;addressed, specifically to the concerns -of -applied linguists and eveh,
fewer .answers giVen. The reader mutt. carry on- a_ dialogue--an inqui7

sition--with_these _authors, asking_ in various ways- a InuMber of
important -questions

The trriteria I have- Chosen for including a citation in the bibliog-
raphy are-somewhat idiosyncratic. This list is -by no- means, exhaus-

/iOriate -the- best known- or the -soundest methodological ekamples-
,of an :author's -wOrk -necessarily -chosen.

The criteia for incluSion- are one- Or-more-of the Ibilowivig: (1) the
-author addresses at least one of the topics in a cross - disciplinary
way -or with cross-disciplinary implications; (2) the article or
VOluile,4a_provocative =(i. , -raites issues in-a-1161,::,oistimulating-

WaY);_ (3) the citation_ itself -is a ;good -soUrce of references -for

further- investigation; -(4) it is -(in some_ cases) the ,only article
addressing= an important topid.

4

Few of the citations specificalli:-Address- the topis -Of persOnality-
and- second-language- learning per se. Some, -when read for their
theoretical,_ croas=discipIinary implications rather than for the
dttailS of -particular experiments -or subject matter, should stimu-
late- -those readers -with a tleory-building- propensity. Those cite--

tiona that deal with_psychopithology _or the- realm of the non-normal
'should' be-looked-at from-_a- reSearchpoint of view and-_ ao t be taken

as the - author's contention that -bilinguals- are abnormal. -Abnormality 4-

Calvbe-Considered an end -point on a.ianguage- and persdnality_coiltin7
uum. '.he _personality -!nd: language problems of i11 persOnS -higHlighf
proceases that all- humans share- but that are difficult to_ 'isolate

in- the -normally functioning, well- integrated- individual. Such
.problems - offer cluef );PcauSe-they _pinpoint -how .per-sonality_and. lan-

4uage- fail tb inter or interact in bizarre fashion, in such
unfortunate indit

'These questions are indicated in italics and follow specific anno-
tations or appear as, an introduction to a cluster of annotations.

6 .
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Taken, as a whole, the reading list can be considered to encompass
those= -,reas to 11,ich a' theoretical model must address itself if it 4
is td- de hroad ' :o generate illuminating research as to how
personality 'ond language learning and vice versa.

ANNOTATED_ READING LIST

I._ The,Communicative Model

Culture and Social Setting

Anthropological readings raise several questions, the most important
of -which stem from -the Whorfian _hypothesis of semantic relativity
and- its implications -- for psychological -functioning. -Different
cultures and languages communicate different sets of ,ideas, values,
and world- views. Do- changes in- speakers' language-Cause a- Change
in thekr perception -of the world? Is there_ such_ a thing as national
personality type? if so, do-speakers adopt the personality_ type of
the second culture when they learn to speak-the second language
well? -Are there iegularities,between-language families and typAcal
personalities -'of the cultures -using those languages?I

me search for,.ling4stic universals and- their relationship -to
human -neurological- functioning lhas -been carried out in an : attempt
to verify some-of Chomsky ,S -theories . DO= changes in use-of such
forms, as sSubjett and- preditate or active- and-- passive -voice_and-_passive -voice Show
concomitant- psychological

i
_

changer-for exaiple, in-ego state?- Do
;

_children in - cultures using Suaidiffeiential forks_-shoW differential
learning_or differential functioning? '

-SEVERAL volumes of readings address these questions.
. _

1. .Fishman, Joshua A. 1975. Bilingualism in the barrio. Language
"Seience Monograph ;Series, Vol.. 7.

An excellent summation of:ye:ars of sociolinguistic work by
Fishman and his students. Thezmost important concept stemming
from this is that of the domains Of discourse. Few bilingnals

_ 2___areequally- competent in all sociological-domains, and many
function effectively only iri, certain domains in each language.

What aie the effects on selfrconcept, persona, and= ego state-of
the use of differential domains, in a bilingual's two languages?

2. liymes, Dell, ed. 1964. Language in culture and society: a

1See note, p. 6.,

'7
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reader in linguistics and anthropology. New York: Harper and
Row.

This is an- excellent -- sometimes tantalizing--collection of
readings with good listS of references for each art...cle. Ques-
Lions about linguistic relativity are dealt with particularly
.well in the section "World View and GrammatiCal Categories,"
with articles by both.Sapir and Whorfl and a .good introduction
to the section by Hymes. Diebold's article "Incipient Bilin,
-guarism," while technical, contains a suggestion for using
'incipient bilingualism' as a definition: of a minimal skill in
a setond language; this overcomes the problems of. certain other
definitions: Trager's "Paralanguage: A First Approximation"
sYnthesizes data on paralinguistic _phenomena involving tone of
voice, and suggests that paralanguage and :kinesits are more
similar to each other than either is to language. There is an
excellent section in Trager's article devoted solely to refer-
ences. Ba- ernstein's "Aspects of Language and, Learning
in the Genes of the Social Process" is also valuable. His

theory of tw anguage codeselaborated and restricted- -which
are produced by differing child-rearing practices has come
under attack both critics who see him as a spokesman for
socioecorioinic elitism and from Methodologists. However, hiS
observations- and-- descriptions of actual speech behavier are
rproVocative and important. Turing a long portion of the leam-
ing process-, students Use restricted rather than elaborated
language. The psyChological effects of .this the individual -

who learns -at a child, as well as in the adUlt learner, need
further investigation -(cf. w"rk of Grand ancL_Narces, 109, on
dominant/sithdominant bilinguals, Fishman, 1, on differendes in
.domain between- two languages, Bateson, 11, on, the language of
the unconscious; and: Krashen, 83, on acquired and- earned lan-
guage)=.-

o

3. Kaplan, Bert, ,ed. 1961. 'Studying personality cross culturally.
New York: Harper and Row.

j Contains a number of worthwhile articles, the most important
of which are HymeS's "Linguistic Aspects of Cross Cultural
Personality Study" and Levinson and Inkeles's '!National Chat;.
acter as :Modal Personality."

4. Saporta, Sol, ed. '1961. Psydholinguistits: a book of readings;
NeW York: Holt, :Rinehart and' Winsto

Still lone ofothe beSt general collections in the field,
marred, =however, by the lack of general reference- lists and
indices.- The section on "Language AcqUir.ition, Bilingualism
and Language Change," especially Haugen',s2 "The Bilingual Indi-

vidual," are most pertinent to psychologi,cal issues. Whorf's



"Science-and Linguistics" is also important.

What are the connections between Haujen's anecdotal-accounts of
personality differences-in his two lauguagessand-Whorfte hypoth-r
esis? Could semantic changes produc the phenoMenOn of language-
specific sense of self? (Cf. Marcos, 109-12, and Hodge, 1-05).

THE citation's tha -ollow treat second languages as an alternate
system of- communication. ,

. :Ervin," S. M. 1961. Semantic shift in bilingualism -(233-41)
--and Leaining.and recall in bilinguals 1446-51). American_J
=Psychology

6. and C. E. Osgood. 1954. Second language learning and
bilingualism. In Psycholinguistics. J Abnormal and Social
Psychology Supplement, 139-46. Edited by C. E. Osgood and, T. A.
Sebeek:

7. Holzman, M. 1974. The verbal environment provided by mothers
for their very young children. Merrill-Palmer Quarterly420
(1), 31-42.

, 8. Language - Behavior- Research Laboratory. 1969. The structure of
lihtuittie inp-Ut to children. -Working_Paper-14-.-

f;

9. Vetter., Harold J. 1969. Language behavior and communication:
r an introduction-. Itasca, 111 -F- E- Peacock.-

-A-gpoi:Lgeneral-review ofPthe litetatUre. The chapters
"Aspects of Meaning," 'Bilingualism," "the-Vocal Expression-of

Aliotioni" and "Nonverbal- Communication: Kinesics-and-Gestural
'Phenomena" are-particularly useful in-eensiaeting the interac-
tion betweew_uting-language,and ether-personal behaviot, -partic-_

ularly emotional -and- -body behavior. Good-references.

10. -Wish. M., IC Deutsch-and L. -Bienen 1970. Differences in
- conceptual structures of nations; an exploratory study. J,Pet-
sonality and Social Psychology 16, 361.

.

Language As a-System of Communication

IN what specific ways does -each separate element of the study-of
language 1phonetice, morphemics, syntax, semantics, kinesics)- rel0e
to'' each separate-elementvof personality_ stey (pers.:511a, sense.of
identity, level of ego development,_ motivation, attitude, Personality
types and traits)?

11. Bateson, Gregory. 1972. Steps to an ecology of mind. New

,r .
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York: Ballantine. Books.

A collection of the - writings of a thinker who _defies categor

ization, with a breadth similar .to= Jung, Levi-Strauss and Piaget.
Batically a cyberneticist and communications theorist, Bateson
discusses anthropology, psychiatry, evolution, and genetics in
anoriginal, provocative, though sometimes repetitious way. For a.

the teacher of a second language, the chapter titled "Style, Grace',
arid Information in primitive Art" is, worth the pride of the book.,'

He describes--based on Fenichelthe characteristics of the grammar
of primary pracess, which Freud called- the 'language' of the un-
conscious. This grammar is metaphoric and lacks tense, negatives,

and mood (e.g.; indicative,. subjunctive). It is also the graMmar

of the second language- beginner as well as the grammar of much

mental illness :(cf. 'Grand and Marcos, 109).

!what --are the -ps-ychic- consequences -of using: the _gramar

primary process, _the language of 'the =unconscious for- dealing

-with the -outer world? is ibis the- reason for the successful'
results -of certain teaching methods -such as aurranis _Counseling-"

Learning -(59)? this the reason for the- neceSsity of -ego-

_regression for certain aspects-of language learning to Stake
place?

1-2. Rueadh, -JUrgen. 1973. Therapeutic communication. New York

. W. Norton._ ,-

A fascinating study of the uses of- 'communication theory
a psychiatric setting, a good deal of -which is,-equally useful
foie language teaching. The =best -sections _are those describing..

analogical and-digital -(br linear) -Communication-:and-what it
means to be- handicapped- these two areas. See -chapter 9- on-

"Attributed_ Power and 'Frozen .Communication"--and chapter- 18 -on,

"Language -and- ;Speech Disorders._" = Excellent references -With_

-eaCh -chapter.

FOR-many- theorists; -ersonalitY is much-moreclosely related- to- the
affective or emotional aspecta-of the individual than- it is-to the

cognitive. Furth (15), a- major interpreter -of -Piaget,' considers the-
-dynamic aspect of paychological 1-ife to be the affective aspect -of
'- organisms: -Under this .haading, he says, Piaget includos emotions,
-personality4 and_rnotivatien,_-While knowledge is the structure._

kr

13. .Davitz J-.,.R._ 1964.. The-- communication.of emotional meaning.

.New -York:- -McGraw-Hill.
_

-14-. _ -1969. The _language -of -emation. NeW Adademic

:Press..

15.- Furth, -- Hans 'G. 1969. Piaget and knowledge: theoretical founda-

tions. -Englewood'T4iffs, N.J.: 'Prentice -Hall:



NOT-all nonverbal behavior -is coMMunicative_behavior. An. excellent
:paper that defines and synthesizes the-studies in the field of non-
verbal behavioLis-

16. -Weiner;'Morton,- Shannon.Devoe, Stuart Rubinow-and, Jesse Geller.
1972.- Nonverbal-behavior ,and nonverbal communication-. Psycho_-
logical Review 79 (3), 185-205:

OTHER works of interest in the field-of nonverbal communication are-

-Birdwhistell, Ray. 1952, Introduction -to kinesics: an=anno-
tated system=for analysis of body motion and -- gesture.- Washing-

-Department'of State; Foreign--Service-Institute.

18. -Dittmann, A. T. andiL. S, Llewellyn. 1969.- Body movement-and
speech rhythin.in.social conversation. J4)ersonalitrand-_-Social-PSydhology.11, 95-106.

19. =Dittmann, A-. T., M: -B. Parloff and=D. S. Bloomer. 1965.
=Facial and=bodily-eipression-: -a-study of Tedeptivity of emo-
tional-cues-. ,Psychiatry- 28, 239-44.

20. -Duke,-M.-P. and S_, J. Nowicki. 1972. A new measUlean&social-
,Atarning-moderlop interpersonal- distance-. J= Experimental
-Research .inJ'etsonality 6, 119732.

21. Ehrlich,:H. J. and C. Lipsey. 1969. Affective1style _as-a /
.

t. variable',in- person- perception. J Personality
.

22. Than, -P. 1964'. Body'nositionS, facial expressions and verbal
-behaviorduring interviews. J'Abnormal and_Social Psychology
68, 295-301.

6

. 1965, Differe'ntial communication of affe60*-head=and
body cues.. J-Personality-and Social' Psychology, 2, 726-35.

24. and-W. Friesen. 1969. Nonverbal leakage'ind clues-
? to deception.= Psychiatry 32 (1), 88-106.

25. Hall, Edward T. 1969. the-hidden dimension.' Garden-City,
- New York:. Doubleday.

An eximinatimof the-differential-meanings of space (prox-
emics) and-how these are communicate&.

,
.

.

-Do introverts and extroverts make differential-use of Space-as
a method,of communication? ,

26. Mehrabian; A. 1970. A-semantic space for non - verbal behavior.
- J-Consulting -and Clinical Psychology 35 (2), 248-57.

27. Scheflen, A. E. 1964. The significance of pbsture in tormmuni-.
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cation systems. Psychiatry 27, 316-31.

28., Schnapper, M. 1969. Your actions speak louder. Volunteer
(June), 7 -10.

29. Thompson, D. F. and. L. Meltzer. 1964. Communication of -emo-
tional intent by facial expression. J Abnormal and Social Psy-
chologr68; l29-354r

3Q. Zeidel, S. F. and A. Mehrabian. 1969. The ability, to communi-
cate and infer positive and negatiVe-attitudes facially and
vocally. J Experimental:Research in Personality 3, 233-41.

Personality Theory -: Traitt and-Persona .

-FEW-general textbooks on-personality theory deal spedifically-with

the interactions of personality ananguage-. Users of this-bibliog-
raphy-will-haVe to-make the connections-for themselves. The most
zeaaable.text on personality theory is still

31. -Hall-, Calvin -S.- and Garner-Lindzey. 1957. Theories -of person-
- ality:' jielejork: John

_ _ _

, -For-the communicative-model,, the most important chapters are
"Allport's-Psychology-dkthelndividual,"tdealing with trait
theory, and "Factor Theoriesi"which includes information_on
-hOth-Eysenck's:and-Cattell's theories -of traits ,and types.

-FOR -the reader who-needs a rapid-and--aUthoritatiVe evaluation -of

various-types of psychological tests that might-be useful in studies-
-of personality and-language, a good-source is

32. Anastasi-, A. 1968. Tsychological testing: New-York: Mad.!

millan.
_ _

=Gdod-references and-indites. Tart IV-dealt with personality
tests.

!INTERPERSONAL-style' is a-useful concept sfor langpage teachers.

33. -Lorr, M. and-R. -P. Youniss% 1973. An inventory of interper-
itnal-style. - J-Personality Assessment 37 (2), 165-73:

A description of the development and-design of the Intentory
and thescalet-.

.

TWO psychologists who have recognized the close interconnections
between language and personality are Eysenck and Osgood.

34. Eysenck, H. J. Conditioning and personality. 1962. British
J Psychology 53, 299-305.
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35. . Dimerisions of personality. 1966. London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul.

36. . 1968. The biological basis of personality. Spring-
. : -Thomas.

37. Osgood, Charles E. 1962. Studies ori the generality of affec-
tive-,meaning systems. American Pgychologist 11, 10,28.

38. ,'George J. Suci,and Percy H..Tannenbaum. 1957. The meas-
urement of meaning. Urbana, Ill.: -University of Illinois
Press.

An explication of the- theork of semantic space. -,,:rhe use of
the measurement device known as the Isemaniic differential,'
developed bY Osgood and his associates, has enabled anthropol-
ogists, linguists, and psychplogists to do crosst-cultural
studies not po'ssible prior to the ,conception of this method
Chapter.6, "Semantie Measurement in Personality and Psychother,- -

apy Researok," -is an excellent expfariation, of-the possible use
of thesemantid differential.. Good references.

ROLE theory is central- to the concept -of-the persona. Sarbin's
-earlier Work deals-with role theory and role perception. His more
=recent works are_ involved with the study of personality change,. Both
are,iMport-ant \to the language teacher-,(41-44), .--,

39. RobinSon, W. P. 1972. Language and social behavior. Etalti-
more: 1PerigUin Books. ---- -_

,

A survey that raises iiiany of the Crucial issues -of language-
and personality and indicates gaps in present knowledge. Of

Tartlet-1111k interest are the sections on the functions ofian-
.

guage in encounter regulation, socialization, self-regulation,
and those, characteristics of the emitter that mark =particular
emotional states, particular personality types, and the indi-
viduar's social identity. Good references.

40,, 'Macnamara, John, ,ed. 1967. Problems of bilingualism. 3 Social
Issues= 23 (2). . -

.
. . ,
Several good studies with useful references. Of particular-

intereit is- Hymes's "Models of the Interactions of Language and
Social Setting." This- is a guide to the analysis of speech
sodialization that could be used as a research tool to compare
speech socialization with such psychological concepts as ego
development and sense-of,identity. Lambert's "A Social Psychol-
ogy of Bilingualism" is a good summary of his work and thinking
on the socio-psychological aspects of bilingualism. Includes-
a description of .a research technique that allows stereotyped

-impressions Qt one ethnic-linguistic group to be elicited by a
contrasting group. Self-concept is stated to take distinctive

44:k
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forms as -a bilingual switches languages and allows fo-r differing
feedback in interpersonal situations.. Discusses instrumental
and integrative motives for learning a second language, the
effect of anomie on learning, and the adjustment bilinguals
mustniare-to-social-conflicts.

41.- Sarbin, T. R. 1964

chological change.
by Philip Worchel.

42. and N. Adler.-
,preliminary report.

Role theoretical interpretation of psy-
In Symposium on personality change. Edited
New York: John Wiley.

1971. . Self-reconstitution. groCesses: a

Psychoanalytic Review 57 (4), 599-616.

43. Sarbin, T. R. and C. D..Haraick. 1955. Conformance in role
perception as a personality- -variable. J Consulting Psychology
19i 109-11.

44. Sarbin, T. R. and L. P. Nucci. 1973. -Self,reconstitution
processes: a proposal for reorganizing the conduct of confirmed
_smokers. J Abnormal Psychology 81 (2), 182-95. -(See 101 for

cOthments.)

THE studies by Lambert and his -associatesof French- and English -
speaking. Canadians are( probably the best general work 'explicating

the bilingual experience from a socio-psychological point of view.

45. Gardner, R. C. and W.--E. Lambert: 1972. Attitudes and motive-
' tion in second - language - learning. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury

House. 7- -

,Fs'

46. Lambert, W. E: 1953. Measurement- of the linguistic dominance
of bilinguals. J Abnormal and Social Psychology 50, 197-99.

47. . -Development aSpects of second language acquisition.
UTST- J Social Psychology 43, 83-89.

'48. . 1973. Cu]ture and language, as factorS its learning and
ealTqtion. Paper presented at the Annual Learning Symposium
on Cultural Factors in Learning, Western iiathiniton State
College. ED 096,i8,20.1

Lambert argues -against the hyppthesis of Jinguistic relativ-
ity andnational types.**

, H. Frankel and R. Tucker: 1966. Judging personality
through speech: a French-Canadian example. J Communication

\ 16 (4), 305=21.

- rbocUthents-identified by an ED number may be- read-- on-- microfiche-

at an -ERIC- lii'irary collection or ordered from the' ERIC Document
Reproddction-Serice,:P.O. Box -190, Arlington, VA 22210.
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.SO. Lambert, W. E., R. C. Gardner, H. C. Bank, and K. Tunkall.
1963.x Attitudinal and cognitive aspects of intensive study of
a second language. J Abnormal _and Social Psychology 66 (4),
358-68.

51. Lambert, W. E., J. Hsvelka and C. Crosby. 1961. The influence
of. language acquisition contexts on hilingualisM. In -Psycho-

linguistics: a book of readings. Edited by Saporta: New
York: *Holt, Rinehart and Winston._

52.- Lambert, 'W. g. and_ N. Moore. 1966. Word- astociation-responses:

comparison of American and French monolinguals with Canadian
monolinguarl and bilinguals. J Personality and Social Psychol-
mix 3, 313-20. t

0

-

The Deired of -Acquisition of a Second Language, and
Its Relationship to Personality _

THE student of a second language is learning a second way to convey
meaning. In addition, several writers point out that the =way in %-
Which= language is used -or -not used, learned or -not learned, is-4in

itself :Meaningful. The 'how' of language learning conveys a message=
of psychological import as well as the semantics of the language
itself.. This point is well made in Stevick 155),.

53. _Di Pietro, Robert J. 1976.- The strategies of language use.
The Second-IACUS Forum. Edited.by Peter A. Reich. Columbia,

S.C.:: Hornbeam Press. . <r

54. Pritchard', D. F. L. 1975. An investigation into the relation-
ship of perSonality traits and ability rin modern language.
British J Educational PSychology 22, 147 -48.

,55.. Sievick, Earl -W. 1976.. Memory, meaning and method: sote-psy-
' chelogical perspectives ow= language learning. Rowley; Mass. :

1)
Newbury-House. (See also 66.)

Tart II, "Meaning," contains an excellent section on i'he
psychoiMgical meaning,of -pronunciation and fluency and their
interaction with personality factors, as well as a section-on (}

the psychological expectations and _effects of drills and exer-
cises. Perhaps the mast important contribution of this provoc-
atiVe dna diffiault-,te-categorize book is the author's intro-
Spective observationS as to what aspects of his own linguistic
behavior he can consciously use and what is automatic or uncon-
scious. These observations are important leads to further
research concerning the -point Where the communication of meaning
and the intrapSychic use of meaning join--a complex but impor-
tant problem urgently in need of explication. -(See also

Krashen, 83.)



56. iltone, Renzo. 1973. A_psycholinguistic definition of the
.1gbassodynamic model" ofanguage.behavior and language, learn -'
in Rome: Bulzoni Editoye.

THE following publications address methods and strategies for prob-
lem solving in the language classroom;-" ego enhancempqt and anxiety

. 'reduction are major themes.

57. -Bosco, frederick J. and Engle' Dalbueno-Glassman. 1976. Puriti
di-partenza. Washington, D.C:: !Forest House. ,

58. Bosco, -Frederick J. and_lobert J. Di:Pietro. 1976. -Developing_
communication skills. In A handbook`-for teachers-of_Italian.
Edited- -by A. Monica._ AMerican-Association=of Teachers of 0.,
Italian.

59. Curran, "Charles A. 1976. Counseling - learning in-second_lan-
guage. Apple-River, Apple River-Press.

_60. Dugas,-danald-G. 1971-. Facilitating the self - actualization
of-Franco-Americans. =Paper presented.at the Fifth 'Annual
TESOL-Meeting,-New-Orleans.

:61.- Ekstrand, Lars H. 1974. AdjUstment'among immigrant ,"pupils
In,Swtden. Educational and-Psychological Interactlons551'
-ED 125 282.

THE works -below treat-methods of-second-language learning as per-
sonal growth through therapeutic -types. of learning environment.

62. -Stevick, Earl W. 1974a. Language instruction- muit do, an
about-face-. -Modern Language Journal 58_(8), 379-84.

Tersonality-characteristics of the- successful teacher.

-63., _ . 1974b. The m6aning of drills and exercises. . Language
-Learning 24- (1),1-22-.

Use of "transactional -- analysis in the classroom.

_
-64. . 1975a. One simple aid: apsychodynamic view._ -Language

Learning 25 (1),- 63 -72.

65: . 1975b. Review of "Counseling-Learning: A Whale Pexsbn
Mdel for Education.;' Language-Learning 25,(2), 259-71.-

,,66. . Memory, meaning and method. 1976. Rowley, Mass.,:
Newbury House.-

The last seetion,'"Methodi"-is- a good-summary of several
innovative methodologies,with pertinent personal comments =from
an introspective teacher. "-.
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THE following studies deal with personality characteristics and-
their interaction with language, learning, and motivation to

?'

-67. Bartz, Walter H. 1974.' A study ofthe relationship of certain
learner factdis with the ability to communicate ina second. -

language (German) for the development of measures of commUnica-.:

tivecompetence Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University.

Linguistic competence alone is. found to be an insufficient

measureof the ability to :communicate in -a` foreign language, as
it accouAs for.less than half of the variance in scores on
total-coWnicative competence, batteries constructedby the
-author. foreign'- language- aptitude,at-play include foreignanguage-aptitude,
creative ability, and-certain personality traits.

Anna-Liisa. 1972. English school achievements and-
-sote student charecteristics_I; Helsinki University Institute
of'Education. ED 079480.
. 4-

°

'-69. _ 1974. English school achievements_anesome student
',characteristics II. Helsinki University institute of Educe-

ED 095 712.

,

110.:' OSkairson, Mats. 1975. "_The relationship-between: fàreignJdn-
guage proficiency- andvarious -psychological- variables. Gothen-

-burg_Mniversity-(Sweden),--Language Teaching Research Center.:
ED 127 838:- .

.
-,.

71: Swaih,,. Merrill and-4arbaraogurnaby. 1976.' Personality charac-
teristics and secondlanguage learning in,young 'childrenf-a
_pilot-study: -Working_-Papers on-Bilingualism,, No.--.4- Ontario--

Institute Ior Studies in_ Education. ED 129 ,078. --\:

72. Taylor; L. -L., J. C--Catford, A. Z.-Guiora and-H. 1%
;

Lane.
1969. Psychological- variables_and_abilityto7propounce a

' y second language'. In Studies_ in- language and language behavior,
VIII. Edited by S. Rosenberg and A.P. vantleslaar. -Ann .-.
Arbor.; University of-Michigan-Center for Research on_Language
and Language-Behavior. ,

A study of the interaCtions between-emp/athetic qualities
and the-_ability to .ppinounce_ second language.

II. The Intrapsychic Model

c Bedy-Experim-e
#30

.
.

Individuals function not only in-interpersonal situation3, as '.was /
discussed=under _ihe "Communicative-Model," but within their own
skins, inside their own body'boundariek, dealing with their own .

inner yorlds. Before, ideaS and emotions con be communicated, they

u
-;
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must in some way be transformed into_a code that is transmittable,
and readable by others. Humans can use several modalities for_both
intrapsychic functioning, and for interpersonal functioning,-

As students of a second language become more involved with a second
culture, do they begin to experience Chatiges in body awareness, body
boundary, or body image? What mediates such changes? Could ,the
anomie discussed by Lambert be the subjective experience caused by
changes in.body_boundary, a sense not only of loss of identity but
of sharp body differentiation from the environment? ,Do certain per.-
sonality types deal better than others with such anomie- or body
-Changes? Do some types attend to such change's better than others
(e.g., introverts)? Do body'variablet predict second language learn-
lng success?

THE best voluines dealing with body experience and emotions are by
Fisher and by Tofilkins, Fisher's being easier to follow":

-Pithe-r, Seymour. 1959. Tlixtensions of theory concerning body
image and body reactivity. Psychosomatic Medicine 21 (2),
142-49. ;

74. _ . ';1961. Body -image and upper in relation-to lower body
sector -reactivity. Psychosomatic Medicine 23 (5), 40-,402.

-75.' - . 1968. -,Body-boundary-and perceptual vividness. J
%Abnormal_Psychology 73, 392-96.

76. . -1976% 4Body experience in -fantasy'an&behavior. New
York: AppletonCentury-Crofts. c

xo The crucial -point in Fisher's-work is-that cultural and

_family _expectations lor behayior are coded-in body feelings
byomeans'of systematic patterns of muscle and other' reactions -.

For ,personal thangd--to take place, the patterns of reactivity
and the:concomitant feedback-must change. These studies deal \
with three-areas of-body experience: (1)- the degree to ,which
individuals-_andrprobably--probably in theiraw'areness of
their own-bodies-as cOmpared to other elements,in their,environ-
ment; (2) the ettabliShment of a -body boundary-diViding self
froM the World-and-its effects on ego forMation and-NiCe versa;
and,(3) the'WaYs in-which individuals differ in distributing_
their attention-tovarious_areas-of -their bodies. Pisher
-.theorizes that an individual maintains.selfiintegrity

ing with cultural expectations by coding them into'bedy.feeling
patterns, and suggests that there is cultural variation -in

areas. Contains an extremely-good list'of refer-
ences.

-1 7-7. Fisher, SeyMOur and S. E. Cleveland. 1957. An approach to
physiological reactivity in terms of body-image schema. Psycho-

,

logiCai.-Review 64, 26.
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78. TOMkins, Silvan S. 1962. Affect, imagery, consciousness.
-Vol. 1. New York: Springer.

A technical' explication-6f ToMkins's theofymf the -relation-
shiplamong emotions, neurological functioning, and--conscious-
ness. Provocative;'the first and second volumes do not have-
reference lists-or indices. Chapter 7, "The Primary'Site Of
the-Affects: The Face," and chapter 9, "Affect- Dynamics," in
which- Tomkins discusses.how affects become-conscious, are the
most useful to linguists, but thedirect connection with Ian-
-page-will-Ave to. be intuited.

79. . 1963. Affect, imagery, consciousness." Vol-. II. New
rk:' *finger:-

80. _ and C. F. Izard, eds. 1966. =Affect, cognition and-

, personality: empirical_ studies. New-York: -Tavistock.

Lariguage as a Self,Directive System,
and as a-System of Speech

THE-way language functions in self=contrel, self-direction, and-,as
a'transformer of intrapsychic phenomena is dealt with fargely by
the-Russian inyestigaters Luria-and-Vigotsky (86,_57), 41d by the
psychoanalysts,-beginning-with Freud; this topic4is now being
expanded into a considerable-body of work by Freedman, ,Grand, and
their col leagues -(88, 89, 109), using-hand-movements as the key to
experimental' study,

s.

81. Freud, Sigmund-. 1953. The_intetpretation_of dreams. Standard

-Edition; Vols. '-IV- and -V. Londqn: Hogarth,Press.

-Of particular interest are-the descriptions in-chapter of
primary process and the transformation into secondary process.

132-. Furth IL -c. 1966. Thinking:without language: psychological
implications of deafness. New York: The Free Press.:

Furth's-original-experimental-demonstration that language
is- not necessary for -thought processint is important lot all
who teach language.

Are there any_-connections-among-thinking without language, as
investigated-by Turtht_ _the state of- anomie, as described by
Lambert; a language-specific sense of self; and a student's
reluctance to speak or progress in a second language?

83. Krashen; Stephen D. and Pauline-Pon. 1975. An error analysis
-of an advanced learner of-ESL: the importance-of the monitor.
lorking.Papers on'BiIingualism; No. T. Ontario 'Institute for

Studies in,Education. -ED 1 -25 267,

1
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Adult second language learners internalite linguistic Jules
in two ,ways: through learningconscious, explicit knowledge
of =linguistic rules; and through acquisitions-tacit, intuitive
knoWledge, similar to a native speaker's largely subconscious

.:knoWledg.e, of his own language. The subject relied on acquired
airrn etence informing her .speech, but used her conscious
learned knowledge t6 'monitor' or alter her output 'only (1)
when there was time; and (2) when she focussed on ormala cor-
rectneSs. 'Evidence for Krashen's 'Monitor Model' is described
more extensivelyn hiS many articles.

What are the ps9Cho2ogical effects of Conscious vs. unconscious
rinnitoriny of oral l4guaYe?, (Cf. Mahlrin Siegman.and Pope,
93, on tta effects of changes in organismic feedback on ego
functioning, and Holzman, 226, oh the effects of hearing one's
own voice"in two languages.)

84. Lenneberg, E. 1967. Biological foundations of =language.
'Yo 'rk: John Wiley:7,

85. Markel, Norman N., ed. 1969. Ps cholin istics: duct
tiori- to the study of speech and personatity. 111.:
Dorsey Press.

New

An excellent introduction to spoken language and its rela
tionship to various aspects of personality. Good- references.

Do language students give eviclence of .using different voice
qualities in their two language's? If so, doeS this indicate.
that they are expressing different emotional or ego- states 4:2
'each language?

86.' Oldfield, it. C. and J. C. Marshall. 1968. =Language: selected'
readings. Baltimore,: Periguin -Books.

An excellent but highly technical= collection '6f readings.
The -two articles partiular interest to those eonc,erned,
with second" language learning are both 'by Luria, "Directive
Function _of Speech in Development Disscilution," Parts I
and Luria escribes a number of experiments involving the
develoiament of e self-directive functions of language in
tearlychildhood with particUlat emphasis -on the developing
ability to inhibit behavibr at approximately five ,y,eart. ;of age.
By- the eime this happens, external directive speech is no
longer necessary, and inner speech becomeS dominant. Part. II
details tife differential dissolution Of self-directive func,,
tions of Speech in various pathological situations._

When individuals must function in society with a rudinientarY
knowledge, and ability to Speak a seconcrlanguage, axe 'they
still using their first language for 'directive functioning? .

Or is, the# behavior, which sometimes'appears to both item-

,o

.
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ves and to&k others to be freer and legs inhibited, directed

' by the "s;i11 rudimentary directive system of the second Jan-.
gOge? Are_their abilities to'inhibitdecreased until they.,
switch back -to -their first languag ? Or do %they translate
control functions? Are-these dif entially stored, neurologi-
cally? Would learning a ,second language ln-ch dhood or in
adulthood- cause differences in die directive gnction?-; What

effect would all this ha ve)on personality development and
-dissolution in pathology? c`

L
LA,

...4 4. ,

87. Vigotsky, L. S. 1961. Thought and' speech. .In Pyscholinguis-
tics: a, book -of readings. Edited,,bv .Sol _Saporta. 'New York:

`Holt, Ihnehart- and Winston. ...
r

fie A diseRsion of two texplanations ,of the function ego-
,centfid speech in children; Piaget,claiMs that egocentric
speech is an, accompaniMent of thinking or acting but has 'no
communicative fUnction. Vigotsky suggests that such speech
serves as a transitionfrOm inter- to intrapsychic functioning,
from,the sociak to the individual.- Meaning develops as the
child -matures, with a gradual indiliidualizatfon and iriteriori-
zation of speech. Vigotsky mairttainS that inner speech 'becomes
increasingly more egocentric and divergent in structure from
*ctertial speech as the child growS older, whereas Piaget Claims
that egocentric speech disappears. Vigotsky concludes from
exP,eritaental results that tnner speech is 'hot external speech
-minus sound, but -a separate speech function with a separate
syntax showing a tendency to preserve the predicate but to omit

-the subject and its modifiers. Accarding to Vigotsky, the
transition from inner to external speech is not an addition of
vocalization to silent speech but a restructuring of 'syntactic
and kemani`ic. structures from inner to outer speech.

When students become prOficient in -a second language, _are they
still using the same inner speech for each ;language? Or dopt

new inner sPeech,dexielop? Could individuals vary: this-way?

If a second inner speech is developed along with -the second
language, do studentS yo through a period -of- egocentric speech

=as children do? Is this what drills and exercises- are? Would:

inner -speech= be developed If students, learned only to read --

' but not to, speak= -the language? If _filter speech is connected

to -sense, of self or sense of identity, would a change in lan-
guage p.eoducd an accompanying change in identity?t,,,Are intro-
=verts.'and:Otroverts similar or different in .the development

4 of egocentric. speech? . .

NORBERT' e'riAaeirnaTI:Ariht, hi c -r n1 1 eagitac' =have% ennrisseterl agrnttp,ne. CtIldi PC
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of kinetic -behavior-,specifica/ly involving hand movements-,thlt
indicate that not only do such gestures serve a communicative func-
tion, but they are alsr -representation,e1:. they indidate that the
body xis_ also -involved in the symbo'lizineprocuss and that -hand= move-
ments help to-trans form ideas into :thought and -then into speech.

=
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Feedback from_this process helps to keep thinking on track and in
the continuing transformation into ongoing speech. Their work- synthe-
sizes psychoanalytic theory. with the works of Vigotsky (87) and
Piaget. They divide hand movements into two general types: those
that indicate turning one's attention outward with the intention to
communicate, and those that indicate a turning toward self with
attention focused on inward-states.: .J

88. -Freedman, Norbert and Stanley Grand,-eds. 1977. Communicative
structures and psychic structures. j;New_Yotk: Plenum.

A _highly technical, thoroughly.provocative, psychoanalytic -1
ally oriented voluthe, For langbage itadhers, the most inter-
-esting-atticle is Stanley Gtandrs:"On2Hand:Movements during
Speech:-Studies of the Role of Self-Stimulation in_Communication
undei Conditions of Psychopathology, Sensory- Deficit and Bildn-
gualism.P Grand speculates that the'condition of being-a
dominant/subdominant-bilingual -leads to some degree of sensory
isolation-from the environment-when-the subdominant language
is being-used. Hand-movements-on the surface -of the-body and
at a -- distance from-the body serve-to sustain the boundaries
between self,and others and help bring mental- contents to
consciousness when.dealing with unfamiliar vocalpatterhs.

II:inabilitg-to speak a second language, fluently leadsito-a
state of senscry_isolation--6 condition known to cause at
least temporary changes in personality functionihg--w hat,are
the imPlications for^resistance to learning or to prOressing
ih the study of a second language? ccstudents resist a situa-
tion in which-they feel a-change in sensory stimulation? Do
some personality types find suoh=a change stimulatingand thus-
seek out opportunities to speak their second languagel while
other_ personality types resist it? Does self- touching indicate
an attempt-tb maintain self and other boundaries as anomie
developd?

-orfr'

89; Freedman, Norbert, James O'Hanlon, Philip-OltMan and Herman A.
,1972. The imprint of psychological differentiation

. on kinetic, behavior in varying communicative contexts. J
Abnormal'Osycholov 79 (3), 239-58.

Hand movement behavior"in normal subjects (24 female college-:

students) was studied in conjunction with the-field-dependent,
ield=independent dimension of psychological differentiation.
Object,rfocUsed and-body-focused hand-Movements were found to be
related-to psychological differentiation-under certain condi-
tions. Language teachers would findisuch concepts useful in
analyzing the gestural behavior of their students. (Contains
a good description of the hand movements.)

90, Steingart, Irvie.g and Norbert Freedman. 1972, A-language
construction-approach for t.o_examination of selfiobjeCt repre-
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. sentation in varying clinical states. In Psychoanalysis and,
-contemporary science, VOL 1, Edited by Robert R. Holt and
Emanuel Peterfreund. "NeH York:: Macmillan.

A technical article with an- excellent explanation of
complicated theory and a description .of the nse of a technique
to, analyze the ,grammatical constructions of the language of
patients in :clinical interviews .

FURTHER studies in this area include

91. DI Pieiro, Robert J., ed. 1975. Interfaces: linguistics and
psychoanalysis 41: ED 1:16 468.

Report ,cif a panel on psychoanalytic contributions to second
language learning. Discusses some of the ego development
difficulties of bilinguals and patients in therapy and the

. threat to= sense of self ,that language classes often 'pose to
their Students.

t
Piaget, Jean. 1973. The affective unconscious and the cogni,
tive unconscious. J Anierican Psychoanalytical Association 21
(2), '249.

93. Siegman, Ar n* Wolfe and Benjamin Pope, -eds. 1972. - Studies
in dyadic' communication. New fork: Pergamon Press.

Several, interesting_ papers. One by Freedman addresses the
question:.of body involVenient in the -symbolizing- and- Speech
precess-. Mehl disoisses changes- in behavior with changes in
auditory- feedback and- the general role of sensory feedback in
ego fundtioning.

st_

Personality VariableSSense of Identity--
Language-Specific Sense of Self

A ,Czech proverb says, "Learn another language and get a second soul."
Many bilinguals,, report a change in §ense of self or of identity, or
a sense of having two personalities, when they-switch-languages.
Very little ,has -been written about this topic,- and it has proved
'd'ifficult to deal with experiMentally. fiaugen (4) deals with it
anecdotally. Lambert (40) discusses the two "ways in which individu-

_ als can view theniselves, as they speak their two languages and' dis-
cusses _the development of anomie as second- language learning pro-

.,gresses. .

MEASURING or testing for such constructs as identity or sense of
self- is more difficult than_ measurin nality traits or types.
The,most widely used method for su subjective 'research is the
self-report.
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.94. Jung, C. G. 1971. Psychological types. Revision by'R. F. C.
Hull of the translation by H. G. Baynes. Princeton,_ N.J.:
Princeton University Press.

For the reader who wishes to delve deeply, into the study of
types, this is one of the major works of modern psychology.
Chapters 10 and 11, "General Description of the Types" and
"Definitions," are of use to the non-psychologist trying to
understand various wars in which individuals react to 'their
environments and to themselves .-

95. peinmunti, Benjathin.' 1967. Personality measurement: an
introduction. Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey Press.

A college textbook useful as a reference. The chapter on
the -"Self-Report Inventory" is useful for research in language
and, personality studies.

96., -Loevinger, Jane, with the assistance of Augusto Blasie. 1976:
.`s Ego development: conceptions and theories. San Franeisco:

Jossey7Bass.

P. This is a long, and theoretical- work. Part I would be -use-
ful for the language teacher, particularly chapter 2, "Stages
of Ego, -- Development," in which the concept and.the definition
o ego development are stated, and stages of ego development

forth.

-WHAT is he optimal stage for second language learning-in childrenand-in a alts ?'
97. Diebold, R. k.," Jr. 1958. The consequences of early bilin-

gualism in cognitive development and personality formatiOn.
In The \study of personality: an'interdisciplinary appraisal.
Edited by E; Norbeck, D.- Price - Williams, and W. McCord. New
York: Holt, -Rinehart and WinSton.

The section- on '"Early, Bilingualism and Personality,- Forma-
tion" is a' concise statement of the problems that bilingualism
introducs,. 'speculates on --the differences in adjust-

. ment of the compound versus the coordinate bielingual and the
reasons why bilingualism, which ought to be adaptiverbehavior,
is so often accompanied by maladjustment.

98. Erikson, E. H. 1959. Identity arid the life cycle. Psycho:
logical Issues 1 [Monograph I]

A short statement of Erikson's theory of one crucial stage
in psychosexual development.

99. Gendlin, E. 1964. A theory of personality change. In Per-
sonality change. Edited -by Worchal and D. Bryne. New York:
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.John Wiley.

100. Pimsleur, Paul and Terence Quinn, eds. 1971. The psycholou
of second language learning. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.

,

101. Sarbin, T. R. and-L. P. Nucci. -Self-redonstitution
prOdesSes: a:Troposaf forreorganizing the-conduct of confirmed
Smokers-. J, Abnormal Psychology 81 (2), 18245.

Although the title- would seem to- -place the article outside
the field-of second-language-jearning, it ,contains several
extremely important observations for leadhers:_ self-reconsti-
tution-happens-when-there is (1) .a change -in -the 'I' concept
-(a change iri'how individuals- view themselvegl; (2) a change
in,how-they,view-themselvet vis-a-vis the cosmos (the wider
_culture)l.and (3)± changes in-body orientation-or in posture,

Does learning-a. second language-when there-are-differences in
,

the-Use-of-the-passive voice.orin-the first person pronoun
change the sense -of 'I'?- Does learning how to place oneself
-in -a- -new cosmos change the-sen'Se of 'I' ?- Do changes in_potture
and-proxemics cause a change in the sense-of -1I'? If such
processesoccur, do they create anxiety? Do=some personality
types react to such changes With more - anxiety than others?

102. Netter, Marold J. 1969. Language behavior and psychopathology.
Chibagof Rand- McNally.

The_chapter on "Psychopathology and thespolygrot"-emphasizes-
-the special problems of the bi-.or multilingual. "Linguistic
Relativity and Adaptive Functionsfl_deals with the adaptive
value-of changes in-person in pronouns, verb tense, and passive
-tonstruction..4

IF the 'typical' personality of one culture is_more introverted than -
"that of the seeond_ceiltdre, what effect might this have-on the/self-
concept_and_persona-of individuals speaking the two languages and)
participating in the thy cultures? Do-they perceive themselves as
different? .do-others? in -what ways?-\

103. Ervin, S. M: 1955. The _verbal= behavior'of iiilinguala: the
effect of languageef-report_upon-the Thematic Apperception
Test stories of _adult Prench=bilinguals. Ph.D.- dissertation,
University of Michigan.

104. Ervin-Tripp, S. M. Language and TAT content in bilinguals.
J_Abnorial-and Social: PgyeholOgy 64- (S)_, 500 -07.

Ervin-Tripp is the only investigator to attempt to study
experimentally language-specific sense-of self. She concludes
that insofar as personality involves language, her subjects
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did in fact -show different personalities- in their two languages.

105. Hodge, Virginia D. 1976. Bilingualism and-self- constancy:
a structural approach. Paper presented at Psychiatric -Grand
Rounds; SuburbanAbspital, Bethesda, Md.1

In a study of English/Afrikaans-speaking _South African stu-
dents, the majority of both- groups reported that they felt. az
if they had two different personalities--one associated with
each language. An attemptis made at-a theoretical explanation
for the phendmenon, termed '!ego.-switch' -by the author, as a-
fUnctioh-of feedback_ variation ill= the two languages. The
author' contends' that for certain individuals, this experience

; is-ego- enhancing and not stressful. In most of -the literature,

includinglMarcos Is studies-, the experience of bilingualism is
always viewed .as stressful\

106. Marcos, Luis -R. , Judith- E. Eisma _and Jose =Guiman. 1977.
Bilingual -ism and- sense-of self. American J Psychoanalysis 37,
285 -90.

. Describes -the ,expetience of language-spetific sense of self
or language - related duality. The authors bring -together in
concise -fashion,: information _on the subject from -a. variety of
sources. Probably the- best list of references available on a
well-recognized,' but little-investigated Subject.

107. Srble, L. 1956. SoCial .integration and,certain corollaries:
an exploratory study. American Sociological Review= 21, 709.

108. Wolfe, R. -M. 1968. Two views of anomie and the nature _of
normalness. J- Social Psychology 75,- 91 -99.

LANGUAGE- specific sense -Of self may also be associated with -early
childhood identification with either father or -mother, -their lan-
guages, personalities, or the way language _was used by each parent:
(Cf. Bernstein, 2.)

109. Grand, S.-'s L. R. Marcos, -N. Freedman and_ F. Barrpso. 1977,

Relation- of psychopathology and bilingualism to- kinesic _aspects
of interview behavior in schizophrenia. J Abnormal Psychology
86 (5), 492,500.

110. Marcos,- L.' -R. 1976a. -Bilinguals in psychotherapy: language
as- an emotional barrier._ -American J -Psychothetapy 30 :(4),
552=60:

.111. . 1976b. Linguittic, dimensions in- the -bilirigdal patient.

lInformation
available from author, 3 Pooks Hill Rd., Bethesda, MD-

20014-:
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American J Psychoanalysis 36 (4), 347-54.

11'2. _ and= W-Alpert. 1976. Strategies and risks in psycho-
Egiipy-with bilingual patients: the phenomenon of language
independence. American J=-Psychiatry 133 (11j, 1275-78.

A-METHODOLOGY and theory of accelerated learning_has been_developed
by-Georgi Lozanov in Sofia, Bulgaria. Although-the reasons for
speeded-up learning and. better retention are not yet clear:, its .use-
fulness as a teaching method for second language has -been demonstrated
both. in-Canada and the U.S. Lozanovit_own bodk SUggestololy and
-Suggestopedia will be puhlithed-in-English-during 1978-by-Gordon and
Breach (New York)=and should-be the best source of information_ -on
the-original method. The-method-of using-another persona tbihelp
studentt identify-with their second -language self is- perhaps the-most
important aspect of the method for-those interested -in the present
topic. The supportive and-positive use Of ,a- change in identity when-
Changing languages may appreciably decrease the.anxiety'and-anotie
of the learning procets-and hatten-the_consolidation of the second
language identity._

,113 _Bancroft, W. Jane. 1975. The Lozanov- language class. 'ED 108
47S. 6

The suggestopedic Method as_practiced -by Lozanov makes use
of relaxation techniques during-a 'seance' period that enables,
it is theorized, suggettions of a positive learninvexperience
to be-actepted. Methods -of coordinating aural and visual input
increase the effectiveness of the suggestions.

Caskey, Owen L. and Muriel- H.'Flal(e. 1976. =Essentials of

suggestepedia:a primer_forTradtitionert. ED 119-063

Do the use-of relaxation and-suggestion,: the 'seance' state;
alter the-state of- consciousness of the learner? (See- Bogen,

129), Or does the technique that.claims to bypass short=terM
memory and go directly -to long-term memory change the method-of
communication? (See Ruesch, 12.)

THERE is_ a=pathological condition, that of multiple personality,
that echoes -- sometimes eerily -- some -of the. themes df_the,bilinual

experience. In the scanty Literature of-this controversial diagnosis,
there is, indication of the severity of theipathology of-the condition.

Therefore, a report of a group of Well-functioning individuals-who
also report a-similar,condition of multiple identity is -of great
lnterett.

=1 15. Fast, Irene. 1974-. Multiple identities in-borderline-person-
_ality' organization. British J Medical Psychology 47, 291=300'.

A-study comparing-multiple identities in- pathological"

and normally lunctioning.individuals. this is the Only published



description of multiple identities in normally functioning
individuals known to the compiler of this bibliography. Fast's
description of the subjective experience paral=lels -that of,ithe
.descriptions multiple identitygiven by bilinguals. In .a

personal- communication, Fast indicates that several of tile
,normal group reported. thenthelves to be particularly adept- and
. quick at establishing communication with other cultural groups
,whose language they were unable to speak.

THE changes in personae so characteristic of the borderline person-
ality are interesting when compared with the use of personae in the
Lozanoy method and- the use of Suggestopedia. The best-km:4n studies.
of ,multiple personality are those of 'Eve' by Thigpen and tleckley;
their ,reports also contain an interesting blind:use of the 'semantic
differential' in analyzing condition. /

116. Horton, P. and D. Miller. "1972. The etiology of multiple
personality. Comprehensive Psychiatry 2 151-58.

117. Lancaster, 'E. and J. Poling. 1958. Strangers in my body:
the final face of Eve. London:, Secker and Warburg.

-Eve's own account- ocher multiple personalities.

118. Taylor, W. S. and M. F. Martin. 1944. Multiplel,personality.
J Abnormal'_ and Social Psychology 39, 281-31)01: F.4, .

-
,

. . ./,;,-, .

119: Thigpen, C. H. and H. Cleckley. 1954. A'-ease of multiple
'personality. J Abnormal and Social Psychology 49, 135 -51 -.

120. Thigpen, C. H. and H. Cleckley. 1957. The three faces of Eve.
New 'York: .Popurar Library.

121. Whaley,. C. C. 1933. A case of multiple prerpnality. Ameri-
can J Psychiatry 89, 653-88:,

Relatidnships among Body .Variables, Spoken,

Language, and Sense of ldentit

This juxtaposition of relationships is etill highly spectila'tive, and
the literature in the area is scanty and not alWays reliable. How-
ever, it 'is intuitively satisfying to those interested in the subject,
and the following citations are stimulating, if not directly to the
-point.

'WHEN Guiora's suggestion of a,language ego is juxtapose-dwith the
psychoanal 'ytic concept of ego boundary and Fisher's (251-Work
body bolnidaryi and are read in--conjunct-ion-wit 4 aon'!"1f-
anomiei language=specific sense of self or ego-switch, the reader

' may see--hints.of the future.
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122: Bas law, Annette S. 1975. Where do we, go from here? FL

Annals 8' (3), 189-99.

Motivation to develop a new-or stronger identity to identify
with other cultures is evident in both teachers and students .

of foreign dahguages.

123. Gdiora, Alexander Z. 1972. Construct validity and- transposi-
tional research: toward an empirical study of psychoanalytical
concepts. Comprehensive Psychiatry 13 (2), 139-50.

124. ' , C. L. Brannon and C. Y. Dull. Empathy-and
second language learning. Language Learning 22 111730.

125. Guiora, Alexander Z. et al. 1975.- Language and person studies
in language behavior. Language Learning 51 (1); 43-61.

ii

126.- Holzman, P. S. A. .Berger and C. Housey.- 3.967. Voice con-
frontation: a. bilingual study. J Personality and Social Psy-
chology 7 (4), 423-28.

127'. Prawer, Fiorence H. 1974. The self-concept as related to
achievement in foreign language study. American Poreign Lan-.
guage .Teacher 4- (3), 7-10.

73' 128. Taylor, L. L., A. Catford, A. Z. Guiora, and H. Love. 1971.

Psychological variables and the ability to pronounce a second
language. Language and- Speech 14, 146-57.

III. A Synthesis: Directions for the Future
_

ALTHOUGH studies of thelocalization of brain disease and trati,la in
aphasfc and other patients- indicate -that all language functions are not
found in- one,-portion - -or even in one hemisphere - -of the brain, efforts

to local=ize specific :'?unctions have not been entirely =productive.,

,kiewer aPPreaches, such as studies of consciousness, alterations in
such states, the 'two-brain' theory, electroencephalogrnphic studies
of each hemisphere in bilinguals, and _various heuropSychological
studies, begin to show some patterns And to lay the groundwork for
more powerful theories. Most -of the studies are so highly technical
that they make very difficult reading for ..the layman.- A .few, how=
ever, are of enough interest in developing theories of yersonality
and second language learning to make them ,worth citing in this -read-
ing list.

129. Bogen, Joseph E. 1973. The other side of \the brain: an appo-'
sitional mind:- In The nature. of human conscitusnoSs.. Edited
by Robert E. Ornstein. San Francisco: -W._ H. 'Freeman.

A discussion of the split brain and the illusion of mental



unity, with.aninteresting list of-functional dichotomies that
Bogen suggests are associated with-hemisphere lateralization
and another with cerebral fateralization. The-hypothesis
-states that an individual with two intact hemispheres. has the
capacity for two distinct minds and personalities. In humans,
the-dominant,hemisphere specializes in propoSitional thought,
the rules, syntaX, and semantics of which have received:-much
analysis. The other hemisphere uses a mode of thought that
Bogen terms.appoSitional, the rules of which need -further study.

130. Kolers, Paul-A: ---Interlingual word-associations. 1963. J
Verbal- Learning and Verbal Behavior 2, 291,-300.

131 =.' _ . Specificity of a-cognitive operation. J 'Verbal

Learning.and- Verbal-Behavior-3, 234 -48.

132. . Bilingualist and bicodalist, 196S. Language .and
;Speech, 122-26.

133: .. 1966: Reading and talking bilingually. American J
,Psychologr 79, 357-76.

134. . Bilingualism and information- processing. 1968. Sci=
entificflaerican (March), 78486.

135. La0bert, Wallace-E. and.S. Fillenhaum. 1961. A pilot study
Of aphasia among,bilinguars. In Psycholinguistics: a book of
readings. Edited by S. Saporta. NewYork-: -Holt,_linehart'and
Winston.- ,

-A classic,_provecative, but inconclusive study,of the -

hypothesis that coordinate and compound-bilinguals shoW neuro-
logically differential -representations of their two languages.-

136. Mangan,_ L.-and-R. B. Farmer. 1967. _Studies_of,the_rela-
tionship between heo-Pavlovian properties of 'higher nervous
activity and Western-personality ditehsions. J Experimental
Research--in- Personality 2, 101=2Z:

The WesteriPersbnality dimensions are-based-on Eysenck's
-that the introvert is-mor_elabile neurologically

than the extrovert.

137. Watamori, T. S. and S.,Sasanuma. 1976. The recovery process
of a-- bilingual aphasic. J Communicative'DiSorders 9 (2)-,
1757-66.

DUkItiothe learning pzi?cess, are some bilinguals using propositional'
thought in one langUage andiappositional thought in the other? (cf./
RuzzoL, 12 and -hi§-eivo-lbrms of-communication0 -Do coordinate-bilin-
guals of any age show surth a pattern? Are such processes associated
with personality type?
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138. Davis, Alan E knd Juhn,A. Wada. 1977. Hemispheric asYmmet-J
ritis,in-huian-infants: Spectral analysis of flash and *Click
potthtial. Brain and-Language 4, 23-31.

,

A study in,which sixtee?1\5-;week-old infants were presented-
with sets-of stimulihypothesized to-be of greater or lesser
degree of 'familiarity. -Results-of the study were consistent
with the hypothesis that the processing-in the-left hemisphere
is comp4ative, sequential, analytici-differential, ancFref-
erential, and is more capable of relating stimuli to-previous
experience,-WhereasTrocetsing in the right hemisphere is_non-
referential, integrative, and_ more:capable of proceSsing
unfaqiliar--or-not-easily identifiable Stimuli _(cf.-Lozaaovi
113; 114, and-Ruesch, 12)4

139. Pribrai, H. -Languages ofthe-brain: experimental- para-
doxes and principles Imineuropsychology.- 1971. Englewood:
Cliffs, -N.J. 1 -

Aihighly theoretical. and-techhical-_-but-extremely_ stimu=
lating--bOok dealing with the 'brain's compulsion' to generate
languages-bothilinguistic and-chltUral, and its proclivity to
code And-recode perteptions,-behavior, language, and-Culture
into-new-systems, Includes an- interesting section on_motiva-
tion and emotion.

t.
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